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A Sales Tax & Payroll Tax Fairytale
Once upon a time there was a
prince who lived with a beautiful
princess. Their life together was
a perfect fairytale, or so they
thought. You see, before
marrying the princess, the prince
was a commoner who worked as
a carpenter. As a carpenter, he
built many houses in the village
they now rule together. While he
was a carpenter, he was unaware
of the fact that he should have been paying or selfassessing use tax on all of his materials. He also was not
aware that he should be paying payroll taxes for his
employees. It wasn’t until five years prior to meeting the
princess that he learned of this obligation through an audit
by the evil sorcerers named The Bad Maxes. Through this
audit, he was held as a responsible person and owed The
Bad Maxes more money than he could ever afford. Since
he could not afford to pay his assessments, the man
decided to ignore the assessments and hoped it would go
away.
When he had not heard from the sorcerers in several years,
he thought his debt had been forgotten, but he was wrong.
On a cold night in December, he was visited by The Bad
Maxes and an evil spell was cast upon him until he paid his
debts. This evil spell turned him into a frog. As a frog, he
could no longer live his life as he once did. The Bad Maxes
took his livelihood away from him.
Not knowing what else to do, the princess went to the
knights’ brotherhood, Sales Tax Defense, and begged them
for help in defeating The Bad Maxes’s evil spell on her
husband. The knights quickly developed a plan. They
would settle the debts owed to The Bad Maxes through a
program called the Offer-In-Compromise Program.
Through this program, The Bad Maxes would agree to settle
the debts for a piece of the prince’s income and the value of
his assets. Since before marrying the princess the man was
a commoner, he had no assets in his name; all of the assets
were the princess’s.
The princess agreed that this was the best approach to
undoing the evil spell. The knight’s brotherhood submitted
the proper paperwork to The Bad Maxes. After waiting
several months for the paperwork to be reviewed and after
going to battle about the ownership of the assets, it was
agreed that the debt should be settled for much less than
the amount owed. The princess and her husband paid the
settlement to The Bad Maxes and the evil spell was lifted.
The prince was turned from a frog back into a prince and the
princess and her husband were able to live their lives
together the way that they had always planned, Happily Ever
After.

Success Story
Sales Tax Defense LLC had a client
who owed sales tax and payroll tax to
both the New York State Department of
Taxation and Finance and the Internal
Revenue Service from an ownership in a
business from several years ago. The
liabilities had been chasing this taxpayer
for many years and the taxpayer wanted
to clean up the liabilities so he could go
on living his life without having to worry
about New York State and the IRS taking
his assets and his money.
Sales Tax Defense worked with the
client to compile all of the necessary
paperwork to file Offers-In-Compromise
with both New York State and the IRS.
After waiting 14 months for the New York
State offer to be assigned to the
reviewer, Sales Tax Defense negotiated
a sales tax settlement for the taxpayer of
$65,000 on assessments totaling
approximately $145,000. That is a
settlement for less than 45% of the
amount due. After the IRS offer was
reviewed, Sales Tax Defense and the
taxpayer decided to appeal the offer.
After debating with the IRS appeals
officer in regards to the new policies the
IRS has put into place, the payroll tax
liability was ultimately settled for
$172,000 on assessments totaling
approximately $700,000. That is a
settlement for less then 25% of the
amount due!

About Us
We are a dedicated team of tax
professionals who have committed our
careers to helping businesses and fellow
professionals with tax problems. Since
the only work we are focused on is
solving tax problems, businesses never
have to be concerned that we will try to
sell them other services they do not
need. And professionals never have to
be concerned with us encroaching on
their client relationships, because we
view you, our fellow professional, as our
client.

When you owe debts to the New York State Department of
Taxation and Finance and/or the Internal Revenue Service,
contact Sales Tax Defense LLC so you can go on living
your Happily Ever After…
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